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Storage is not fully encrypted

Violation: ITAR Rule 120.54(5)

Storage is not fully encrypted

Violation: ITAR Rule 120.54(5)

Share may not be public

Violation: ITAR Rule 120.54(2)(3)

Share may not be public
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Public share created

Violation: HIPAA Rule 1.2
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Overview

5 of 5 configurations enabled

HIPAA Compliance Guided Configuration

ITAR Compliance Guided Configuration

GDPR Compliance Guided Configuration

PDPL Compliance Guided Configuration

NIST Compliance Guided Configuration

21 rules enforced           2 failed

15 rules enforced           8 failed

21 rules enforced           0 failed

10 rules enforced           1 failed

28 rules enforced           0 failed
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Compliance

HIPAA ITARDashboard GDPR PDPL NIST

Simplify Privacy Regulations & 
Become Compliant with FileCloud's 
Compliance Center

Solution Brief

Complete Support for ITAR, HIPAA, GDPR, NIST 800-171 & Saudi PDPL

Compliance Center UI

FileCloud's hyper-secure EFSS solution is structured around zero trust security pillars. Security and compliance are mutually 
dependent. FileCloud's Compliance Center helps you to streamline intricate regulations and remove the manual workload involved 
in fully safeguarding your enterprise data. 



With its intuitive dashboard, user-friendly UI, robust audit capabilities, and handy tables to help you navigate complex regulations, 
the Compliance Center in the FileCloud admin portal is a robust streamlining tool. It automates the daily work of those 
responsible for overseeing rigorous enterprise data compliance requirements. 

Following best practices in relation to data privacy regulations is simplified with FileCloud's easy-to-follow Compliance Center UI. 
Regulations are matched to their corresponding best practices for easy enterprise-wide monitoring and adherence. Admins can 
quickly spot violations and address them, toggle configuration settings, and generate customized reports for governance and 
auditing purposes.
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Supported Regulations

Defense contractors and those dealing in military equipment clearly fall under the International 
Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), but it also affects sectors such as telecommunications, maritime, 
and aviation. If your company is involved in exporting goods or services that are part of the U.S. 
military supply chain, you must assess whether it is affected by ITAR. 



Taking steps to avoid the heavy penalties for non-compliance with ITAR is prudent and required, 
but it can be complicated. FileCloud's Compliance Center has comprehensive ITAR support. You 
can seamlessly check your enterprise's level of compliance with ITAR, spot problems, and correct 
them quickly.

HIPAA

PDPL

NIST 800-171

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) sets out standards to prevent 

the unauthorized sharing of sensitive health information. Healthcare provides, plans, 
clearinghouses, and business associates are required to meet these regulations to protect 

sensitive health information. Electronic protected health information (ePHI) is also subject to 

HIPAA protections. 



The Compliance Center has all the tools you need to ensure your organization is protecting highly 
sensitive patient information to exacting HIPAA standards. 

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in the U.S. established NIST 800-171 to 
regulate the use of controlled unclassified information (CUI). CUI is often sensitive, so compliance 
is mandatory for all entities that handle it on behalf of the U.S. government. 



NIST 800-171 encompasses numerous aspects of information security, including access control, 
configuration, authentication, incident response, and more. FileCloud's Compliance Center 
streamlines adherence to NIST and reduces the time investment involved in ensuring compliance. 

All companies that handle EU citizens' personal data must comply with the General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR), which is the toughest global privacy law. Getting it right can be an immense 
challenge for large enterprises that process large volumes of data. 



The GDPR tab within FileCloud's Compliance Center lets admins check enterprise-wide 

adherence quickly, as well as generate customized audit reports to meet organizational or 
regulatory requirements. 

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia enacted the Personal Data Protection Law (PDPL) in 2023 to protect 
the privacy of its citizens. It is like the GDPR in terms of stringency and penalties for non-
compliance. The PDPL covers all entities handling data about Saudi citizens, regardless of where 
the companies are headquartered. 



FileCloud has streamlined the challenges entailed in PDPL compliance through its Compliance 
Center. Remove the manual work involved in getting your organization up to speed on the PDPL 
with FileCloud. 

ITAR

GDPR
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Powerful Compliance Support for Full Command Over Enterprise Data

Learn more about FileCloud's powerful 
Compliance Center 

Learn More about FileCloud Here

by scheduling a 
call with one of our Solution Experts!



Schedule a Call!

Activate your FileCloud Account Today!

Secure file sharing with partners, clients, and team members



Convenient access to files and folders with Drive app and browser



Hosted on-premises with backup so you keep full control over your data



Microsoft Office and Outlook integrations make work even easier


Restrict sharing access to reduce unauthorized 
tampering with sensitive information. 

Prevent downloads, editing, and deletion of files that 
fall under regulatory restrictions. 

Generate logs to check information about your 
system, including new accounts created, user 
logins, user uploads and downloads, and more. 

Create metadata tags for sensitive files, such as 
defense-related technical data, and apply DLP rules 
with a Smart Classification Engine throughout the 
data life cycle. 

Protect files at rest and in transit with FileCloud's 
FIPS 140-2-certified solution. Comply with U.S. and 
Canadian government encryption standards for 
complete security. 

Block specific clients from FileCloud, such as lost or 
stolen devices, and remove all FileCloud data from 
these devices. 

Monitor SSL, encryption, and audit settings as an 
admin for easy compliance with legal requirements.

View-Only Access

Audit Logs

Smart DLP

FIPS 140-3 Encryption

Remote Wipe Multi-Layered Security
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